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Possevino and the death of
tsarevich Ivan Ivanovich
Possevino et la mort du tsarevič Ivan Ivanovič
Paul Bushkovitch
1 Historians of early modern Russia have mined the accounts of foreigners in Russia for
nearly two centuries. Mostly commonly they use them to find details not reflected in
Russian sources,  such as court and church rituals,  and for the outsider’s view of the
country.  Much  of  the  latter  revolves  around  understanding  the  source  of  various
stereotypes of the country that prevailed in Western Europe. All of this literature has
contributed  to  our  understanding  of  Russian  history,  but  many  issues  remained
unresolved.1
2 If we are to use these sources, we must understand not merely general cultural prejudices
but the character of the documents themselves. A useful starting point is to avoid putting
them all in the same category as “travellers’ accounts” or even the more useful “state
descriptions.” One important category is the published works of diplomats, which include
some of the most important and most frequently cited, those of Herberstein, Possevino,
Fletcher, and Olearius. The diplomats all had a concrete task and were supposed to report
back to their sovereigns what they actually saw and did, not to provide propaganda for
this or that cause or stereotype. Of course their published works did some of both, and
indeed we can find all the stereotypes that we want in them alongside accurate, or at
least well‑intentioned, information. For the sixteenth century diplomatic publications we
also normally have no unpublished archival sources. That is to say, the dispatches of
Herberstein and Fletcher do not seem to exist in the relevant archives so the published
books are our only sources for these missions. In the case of Olearius it is not clear to me
if anyone has ever looked, perhaps they do exist.2 For the missions of Antonio Possevino
S.J. in 1581‑1582 the manuscripts of the actual final relations to Rome do not seem to have
been  found  and  may  not  survive,  but  a  great  deal  of  correspondence  to  and  from
Possevino is extant and has even been published in a variety of collections.3
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3 The presence or  absence of  unpublished archival  material  is  not  merely a  matter  of
antiquarian interest. An examination of published material from embassies to Russia and
other  European  countries  at  the  end  of  the  seventeenth  century  reveals  interesting
differences.  In  the  1690’s  the  Habsburg  ambassador  to  Moscow  was  one  Ignaz  von
Guarient and his secretary Johann Korb. As the embassy’s secretary, Korb presumably
wrote or copied Guarient’s dispatches. He also published in Latin on return to Vienna a
diary of the mission, long exploited as a source for the early years of Peter’s reign. A
comparison  of  the  unpublished  dispatches  with  the  diary  reveals  some  interesting
differences. The dispatches were filled with information about the various factions among
the Russian boyars and Peter’s conflicts with them. All that material was absent from the
published diary,  an absence  that  gave a  basically  false  picture  of  the  politics  of  the
Russian court.4 This sort of difference is not unique to the later seventeenth century nor
to publications of European diplomats in Russia,  for it  seems to have been a general
practice to omit that sort of information in published accounts of any country. Reading
Herberstein’s bland account of the boyars, one only wonders what he wrote for the eyes
of his sovereign and his councilors. Fletcher as well gave no hint of the divisions among
the elite which fill the pages of the work of modern historians.
4 Possevino’s Moscovia of 1586 is one such published account. Possevino was a Jesuit priest
with an agenda for the recatholicization of Eastern Europe, but he was also a diplomat,
sent by Pope Gregory XIII to Poland and Russia to help mediate a peace that would free
both countries to oppose the might of the Ottoman Empire. It would be useful to analyze
the text more fully in the light of Possevino’s correspondence, but here we will confine
ourselves to one incident, the story of Ivan’s murder of his son Ivan Ivanovich in 1581.
This  story is  one of  the classics  of  Russian history,  retold by Karamzin and all  later
historians and most famous from the Repin painting.5 The death of the tsarevich became
a theme all of its own in modern Russian culture.6 Yet the correspondence of Possevino
provides a quite different picture from the printed book. In this case it is not the book
that omitted what was in the letters but rather the reverse. The letters do not contain the
story and indeed contradict it, which appeared only in the published book.
5 Possevino went to Russia to talk to Ivan the Terrible as the papal emissary in order to
further peace negotiations between Russia and Poland. By the summer of 1581 Ivan’s
attempt to annex Livonia had failed, with the Swedes ensconced in northern Estonia and
the king of Poland, Stefan Batory, besieging Pskov from 18 August onwards. Both the
Pope and Emperor were unhappy with the continuing conflict, since it made it impossible
to recruit either Poland or Russia as allies against the Turks.7 The result was two journeys
by Possevino to Russia, the first on 5 August‑5 October, 1581, to meet the tsar at Staritsa.
Possevino then went to the Polish camp at  Pskov,  where he found the army low on
gunpowder and morale under pelting rain. Batory agreed to discuss peace, and Possevino
sent his translator, Andrei Polonskii, back to Ivan. Polonskii met the tsar (and tsarevich
Ivan Ivanovich,  alive and healthy)  in Aleksandrova Sloboda and hurried back with a
positive answer. The next months were taken up with the negotiations, crowned with
success on 15 January, 1582 at Iam Zapol´skii, in large part due to the Jesuit’s efforts. Ivan
surrendered Livonia, but Batory evacuated all his conquests in Russia itself.8 Possevino
then made a second journey to confirm the truce in Moscow itself  on 23 January‑14
March, 1582.
6 Possevino’s account of his journeys, his observations of Russia, his discussion with Ivan
and  the  story  of  the  killing  of  Ivan  Ivanovich  appeared  in  the  first  chapter  of  his
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Moscovia, first published in Wilno in 1586 and later reprinted several times.9 The story
was an episode in the first chapter, which provided a general description of Russia and
suggestions on how to negotiate with its rulers. The second chapter was an account of the
1581  mission  composed,  as  the  text  says,  at  the  time.  It  too  began  with  general
information about Russia and mentioned both of  Ivan’s  sons as alive.  Chapters three
through four covered the 1582 mission to Moscow and the debates between Possevino
and Ivan on religious issues. The final chapter recounted the Russo‑Polish negotiations of
December 1581‑January 1582. The book’s chronology was thus rather complicated.
7 Possevino’s story in the first chapter was that “There is strong evidence [certiore indicio
proditum est] that the Grand Prince of Moscow slew his own son in the fortress called
Alexandrova Sloboda.” He claims that he heard the story from one of the interpreters,
presumably one with whom he worked in February and March, 1582. Both of Possevino’s
interpreters were Lithuanians, one of whom had been with the tsarevich [apud eum] and
in Graham’s translation of Possevino’s words “looked into the cause of his death and gave
me the more probable account of it”. The result was the well‑known story of Ivan’s blow
to the wife of the tsarevich and the subsequent quarrel  and blow to the son.10 Hugh
Graham’s English conveyed Possevino’s caution but literally the story was “put about
(note the irresponsible passive voice: by whom?) as more certain information” and “those
who had looked into the truth brought this as more true” [qui vertitatem scrutati sunt…
hanc veriorem retulere]. Historians have not usually noted the qualifications.11 Possevino
also stated that he recounted the story because 
it  would  be  worth  it  to  know (as  it  is  worthy of  memory,  and had not  a  little
importance in inclining the prince to hear many things which we discussed with
him more mildly than he perhaps might have done)
[(quod ea res memoratu digna sit, nec mediocre habuerit momentum ad Principem
flectendum,  ut  multa,  quae  cum  eo  agebamus,  mitius,  quam  fortasse  fecisset,
audiret) operae pretium fuerit nosse)].12
It is not clear what these “many things” were, but presumably the proposals for peace or
conversion to Catholicism.
8 More serious is the phrase about the translator, which both Graham and L.N. Godovikova
translated  incorrectly.  Graham  rendered  Possevino’s  “tum  erat  apud  eum  alter  ex
interpretibus meis, quem ad ipsum allegaveram” as “one of the interpreters assigned to
me had been in the young prince’s service at the time”. Godovikova was more accurate
with  “при  нем  в  это  время  находился  один  из  оставленных  мною
переводчиков.”13 A fully accurate translation, however, would be “then with him was
the other of my interpreters, whom I had sent to the same.” All the translators have
interpreted “eum” in “apud eum” as referring to Ivan Ivanovich, though it could mean
Ivan IV. In either case, Possevino is telling us that he sent one of his interpreters to the
Russian court after he, Possevino, had returned to the Polish camp near Pskov. If that is
the case, the conclusion drawn by Pierling and subsequent historians that the interpreter
must be Vasilii Zamasskii and that he was somehow with the tsarevich must be wrong.14
In Possevino’s letter of 16 November 1581 to Ivan IV, he told him that his interpreter
Andrei Polonskii had returned from the Russian court yesterday and that he was sending
Zamasskii to Novgorod with the Russian courier Zakharii Boltin (who had come to the
Polish camp with Polonskii)  to get letters from the Russian generals.  Ivan Ivanovich,
however, was already ill on 12 November and died on 19 November. Both father and son
were  in  Aleksandrova  Sloboda,  and  Ivan  IV  remained  there  through  November.15
Zamasskii  could not have been anywhere near the event.  The only other interpreter
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known to scholars was the same Andrei Polonskii, who had been in Aleksandrova Sloboda
in October,  arriving on 20 October and departing,  it  seems, already on the 23 after a
decision by Ivan, his son Ivan, and the boyars to ask Possevino to convince King Stefan to
make peace.  The order to the pristav Leontii  Andreev syn Stremoukhov had been to
ensure that while he was there, Polonskii would communicate with no one.16 He may have
left later than 23 October, but he was back with Possevino when the latter wrote the
letter  on 16 November  to  Ivan (above)  but  was  ill  and died by 13 December,  leaving
Possevino with only one Russian translator. Possevino’s letter of 14/15 December to Jan
Zamoyski, Poland’s Chancellor, evidently crossed, for the Jesuit did not know that the
Chancellor knew of Polonskii’s death,  and it  left him in the same situation: only one
Russian translator, presumably Zamasskii. He begged Zamoyski for another translator.17
9 The inescapable conclusion is that neither Polonskii or Zamasskii were at the Russian
court at Aleksandrova Sloboda at the time of the death of tsarevich Ivan. That conclusion
comes not from the main text of the Moscovia but from the letters appended to it. The
1586 Wilno edition has most of these letters, but the 1587 Antwerp edition (which Graham
used) does not have them at all. Turgenev printed these letters in 1842 with the Moscovia,
and evidently Pierling used that text. Possevino makes it quite clear in his letters that he
had  only  the  two  translators,  which  is  also  implied  by  his  choice  of  words;  “alter
[emphasis added] ex interpretibus meis”, since “alter” means “one of two”. “One” would
have to be “unus” or “aliquis”. If the translators missed this point, they were correct to
translate “tum” as “at the time”. To be sure, “tum”, like English “then”, is vague, but the
context points to the time of the death of the tsarevich. It is difficult to imagine any other
meaning. In that case Possevino was lying, since his letters make it clear that neither
Zamasskii  nor  Polonskii  were  in  Aleksandrova  Sloboda  during  the  crucial  days  in
November,  1581,  and  he  had  only  the  two  translators.  What  is  peculiar  about  the
contradiction between the main text (the second commentary) and the letters is that
Possevino published both.  If  we are  to  believe  the  Wilno publisher,  he  worked with
Possevino because of the imperfect texts circulating in manuscript.18 The Moscovia did
not give a date for the death of the tsarevich, so the reader who did not know it would
miss  the contradiction,  but  Pierling and other  modern scholars  should have seen it.
Finally,  in  Possevino’s  unpublished (at  the time)  correspondence with Rome and the
Polish authorities he does not mention any incident, illness, or death of the tsarevich
until  early January when he heard the first  rumors circulating the Polish camp (see
below). Polonskii must have left Aleksandrova Sloboda when the tsarevich was still alive
and well, taking about three weeks (October 23‑November15) to join his master. Neither
translator was the source of the story, in spite of Possevino’s assertion in the Moscovia.
10 To complicate matters further, earlier on in the “first” (chapter one but written second)
commentary Possevino tells us that after the first journey he left “two men” for five
months who observed many things: “cum item apud Moscum reliquissem duos homines,
qui, dum ab eo aberam, mensium quinque spatio multa observarunt.”19 These two cannot
be the same as the two interpreters, since he claimed that he had sent “the other” of his
interpreters to Moscow, not left him there. The “two men” were Father Stefan Drenocki, a
Croatian  Jesuit,  and  his  Milanese  companion  Michele  Morieno.  On  the  basis  of  this
passage  Godovikova  believed  Drenocki  to  be  the  source  of  the  story,  but  Possevino
himself reported in the Moscovia that they were kept in total isolation from the time of
Possevino’s departure to his return.20 Drenocki could not be the source of the story, or if
he was, then he too could only report rumors.
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*
11 There is another text from these missions, republished in 1882 by Paul Pierling, S.J.21 This
is the “Missio Moscovitica”, and first published in the Annuæ Litteræ Societatis Jesu anni
MDLXXXII ad patres et fratres ejusdem societatis, Rome, 1584. As Pierling established, the
text is actually a composite of the 28 April 1582 letter of Possevino to Claudio Acquaviva,
the head of the Jesuit order, and the report on Russia by his companion in 1581, Giovanni
Paolo  Campana  S.J.  The  only  mention  of  Ivan  Ivanovich  in  this  text  comes  in  the
description of the 1581 mission. The tsarevich was present at the audience for Possevino,
seated  like  his  father  but  on  chair  placed  on  a  lower  level  (25).  Ivan  Ivanovich
participated in other ceremonies of the audience (26‑28) and the succeeding banquet (31),
as well as the final audience (41). The text continues with a brief account of Possevino’s
involvement with the truce negotiations,  and then an account of  the 1582 return to
Moscow and Possevino’s  debates  with  Ivan on religion.  The  text  records  Possevino’s
arrival in Rome with the Russian ambassadors in September, 1582 (58). The second half of
the “Missio” is Campana’s notes on Russia. Campana was in Russia before the death of
Ivan Ivanovich, and only mentions him indirectly in describing the ritual of the New Year
(1st September) blessing of the Tsar and his sons by the Metropolitan (70). The text also
mentions (59) that a “commentarius” (singular) by Possevino about the customs of the
Muscovites  “is  said  to  exist”  (existare  dicitur).  This  must  have  been  the  “first
commentary”  that  was  printed  as  the  second.  The  1584  version  of  Possevino  and
Campana’s  reports  does  not  even mention the death of  the tsarevich,  though it  was
clearly compiled after September, 1582.22
*
12 These sixteenth century publications are hardly the whole story of Possevino and the
death of the tsarevich, for the 1586 account of that death as murder is not found in any of
his then unpublished letters to Rome and elsewhere from the moment of the death of
Ivan Ivanovich onwards until the Moscovia appeared in print in 1586. Possevino even told
the Poles that the stories about Ivan’s “barbarism” were not true, as the royal secretary
Jan Piotrowski recorded in his diary under 22 November.23 Later on Possevino certainly
heard the stories of the death of the tsarevich. The stories began to circulate at the Polish
army camp at  Kiverova Gorka near  Pskov at  the end of  December,  1581.  The Polish
commander Spytek Jordan wrote to Zamoyski on 26 December that he had “news from
informants,” that everyone, even peasants, were saying that the son of the Grand Duke
had died, that the tsar was very sad and giving alms to monasteries.24 Four days later
Zamoyski wrote to Possevino briefly that “Here news has come to me that Ivan the first
born son of the Grand Duke is dead.”25 On 2 January 1582 Zamoyski informed King Stefan:
“From prisoners and spies at  Novgorod I  have understood that the eldest son of  the
Muscovite has died.”26 On January 6, 1582, Possevino wrote to Ptolomeo Galli, cardinal of
Como,  the  Papal  Secretary of  State, that  he  had heard a  rumor of  the  death of  the
tsarevich from Zamoyski, adding that the only remaining son was the one whose qualities
he  had  described  in  his  commentary  on  Muscovy,  which must  mean  the  “second”
commentary of the Moscovia.27 A brief note from Zamoyski to the Danish prince Magnus
on 8 January gave news of a victorious battle at Pskov and told another story with its
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sources: “[we learn] from the mob that 300 Muscovites have fallen, that the son of the
Grand Duke died also there, and many were wounded and captured.”28 (Note that the
rumor was that Ivan Ivanovich was fighting before Pskov, which was not the case.) There
is nothing in any of this correspondence about a quarrel or murder. A few days later, on
15 January, the Russian and Polish diplomats signed the truce of Iam Zapol´skii, a moment
of triumph for Possevino. The first mention of a purported violent death of the tsarevich
came in Possevino’s letter of 22 January to Galli. 
La morte,  anzi  uccisione del figlio primogenito dal Moscovito,  fatta dal  padre si
conferma et dicesi così esser stata per cagione ch’egli al padre ricordò la morte di
molti, et il bene ch’era per seguir della pace. Alla quale perchè il Moscovito mi si
mostrò inclinato sempre, non so quanto debbo credere a si fatti romori. 
[The death, or rather murder, of the first born son of the Muscovite committed by
the father, is confirmed and is said to be for the reason that he reminded his father
of the death of many and that it would be good to look for peace. To which the
Muscovite, however, always showed himself to me to be inclined, so I do not know
how much I should believe rumors thus constructed.]29 
13 In other words, Possevino was hearing rumors from the Polish authorities. The story of
the murder in this letter was not a fact he learned from his interpreters but a rumor,
again contradicting the Moscovia version. The story that was circulating said that Ivan
had killed his son, but the reason was that the tsarevich wanted peace and Ivan did not.
Possevino did not believe the rumors, in part because he (correctly) believed that Ivan
wanted peace, so that could not be a cause for a quarrel. The statement that he believed
Ivan  to  always  (sempre)  incline  toward  peace  also  contradicts  the  statement  in  the
Moscovia that the death of the tsarevich made Ivan listen “more mildly” (mitius) to what
Possevino said to him. The rumor differed from the Moscovia version in another crucial
respect: the cause of the murder was not a conflict over the wife of the tsarevich but over
the issue of peace or war. Possevino, by his own admission, did not, as he later asserted,
know as a fact that Ivan killed his son because of the tsar’s quarrel with his daughter in
law,  in reality he heard a rumor (which he did not believe)  that the father and son
quarreled over the war.
14 Possevino’s attitude at the time also emerges from his letter to Zamoyski written only a
week  later,  29 January  1582,  where  he  reported  simply  that  “Filius  Magni  Ducis
primogenitus, ut dudum erat rumor, [blank] diem obiit” (“The first born of the Grand
Duke, as was for some time the rumor, on [blank] day died”.30 “Died” (obiit), not “was
murdered”. Back in Moscow in February, Possevino wrote to Galli mentioning the death
of the tsarevich, but nothing about its cause. Perhaps he did not want to be too open at
that point, but in his remaining correspondence with Bolognetti and Galli the subject
never came up. The only question about Ivan’s sons was the capacities of Fyodor and the
rumors of the birth of tsarevich Dmitrii in 1582.31 His report to Aquaviva, the General of
the Jesuit order, from 28 April, 1582, written after he left Russia, also does not mention
the death of the tsarevich though he reported on the whole mission to Moscow.32
15 Possevino did discuss the tsarevich, or at least mention him, in his reports written in
Venice where he stopped on the way from Moscow to Rome with the Russian ambassador,
Iakov Molvianinov. He delivered several reports and proposals to the Venetian Doge and
Senate, including a discourse on the need to form a league against the Turks, which had
been one of the principal aims of Papal diplomacy. (It was that desire that had incited
Rome to  mediate  a  truce  between Russia  and  Poland  by  sending  Possevino  to  meet
Ivan IV.) In his discourse to the Venetians on 12 August, 1582, Possevino33 laid out the
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difficulties to such a project, primarily the fact that all the relevant rulers of Europe were
either preoccupied with other issues or just not interested. In the case of Ivan IV, the
Jesuit adduced his poor health, that he slept poorly, often waking up at night and was
“pieno di melancolia doppo la morte del primogenito.” (“full  of melancholy after the
death of his son”).34 In the report he said “morte,” meaning “death”, not “uccisione,”
meaning “murder”. This was a private report to the Venetian authorities, and there was
no reason for him not to say that Ivan had killed his son unless he did not believe it. None
of the Venetian documents of conversations with Possevino records any version of the
rumors of the murder of the tsarevich. By August, 1582, his death was no longer news, but
had Possevino believed that Ivan had killed his son, it is hard to believe that he would
have considered the fact irrelevant in evaluating the tsar’s personality and abilities to
conduct affairs of state. Much of Possevino’s correspondence and the report in question
revolved precisely around the personalities of the monarchs, including Ivan.
16 Subsequent correspondence throws some light on the composition of the Moscovia. In
1583 Possevino went on another mission to Hungary and Transylvania, after which he
returned to  Poland.35 The first  mention of  the Moscovia  came in his  report  to  Pope
Gregory XIII  on Livonia dated Bartfa in Hungary (Bardejov,  Slovakia),  30 March,  1583.
Here he referred to his “second book” on Muscovy, though it is not clear what part of the
final text that comprised. In the preceding pages of the Livonia he briefly described the
story of the Polish succession from the death of Sigismund August and Ivan’s conquests in
Livonia during the time Stefan Batory was occupied with the rebellious city of Danzig, and
then asserted that “about all this matter he had written enough in his second book on
Muscovy” (Qua de tota re satis multa scripsi in secondo de Moscovia libro…)36 Godovikova
correctly interpreted this “second book” to be the commentary that appeared as the first
chapter in the 1586 Moscovia, since the date of the other was clearly from September,
1581.37 Thus by March, 1583, there were clearly two commentaries.
17 Work must have continued on that commentary. In his notes to his edition of the “Missio
Moscovitica”  Pierling  cited  a  letter  from  Possevino  to  Cardinal  Galli  from  Krakow,
11 February 1584, where Possevino explains that he had written a second commentary on
Muscovy while he was in Hungary in 1583.38 Possevino wrote that he was sending the
Cardinal: 
un  piccolo  libro  delle  cose  di  Moscovia  il  quale  è  il  secondo  commentario
ch’ultimamente ho fatto in Ungheria, conforme ad alcuni avvertimenti che V. S.
Illma mi diede, pertinenti alle cose politiche et altre. 
[a little book of the affairs of Muscovy which is the second commentary which I
made in Hungary in conformity with some information that your lordship gave me
pertinent to political and other matters]. 
18 In  the  Moscovia  Possevino  stated  twice  that  the  “second  commentary”,  the  second
chapter, in that book was composed during the first mission (1581).39 Thus what he called
the “second commentary” in the 1584 letter to Galli  must be what became the “first
commentary”, the first chapter, in the Moscovia, that is, the part with the story of the
death of the heir, and it was composed at least three years after the events. In other
words, Possevino wrote up his report using information that came from other sources
than his own memory or notes, and it seems that he was more or less commanded to use
that information. Possevino had sent earlier on 9 December 1583 to the nuncio Bolognetti
a copy of the “second commentary”, on Muscovy, again this must have been the same
“second commentary” (on 1582) that appeared as the first commentary in the printed
edition of 1586. He commented: “Può essere che tali cose qualche volta serviranno come
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potrà comprender.” (“It may be that such things will be useful some time, as one may
understand”).40 What is not clear is why Possevino had to be asked to write the “second
commentary” on the 1582 embassy to Moscow, and why he had to use “avvertimenti”
from Galli.  In  the  published  text  he  claimed that  his  sources,  besides  Drenocki  and
Morieno (by his own admission, how much help could they have been?), were historical
writings, and discussions with ambassadors and the kings of Poland and Sweden, as well
as  Ivan’s  own  words.  Presumably  this  means  his  own  notes  and  letters  on  those
discussions.  He  did  not  mention  any  “information”  from  Galli.  From  the  letter  to
Bolognetti, it seems that the new text was to be kept for some later purpose. We have no
idea what that was. It would be easy to speculate on the basis of our knowledge of Papal
and  Polish  politics  and  relations  with  Russia,  but  that  would  be  nothing  more,  just
speculation.
19 We do not know the exact context of the publication of the Moscovia. In February, 1585,
Galli ordered Possevino to leave the Polish court and to retire to the Jesuit college in
Braunsberg, in Royal (Polish) Prussia. According to Pierling the reason was that Possevino
had become too supportive of Stefan Batory’s plans for the conquest of Russia, which
Pope Gregory XIII found incompatible with his own plans for a Turkish crusade and his
relations  with  Emperor  Rudolf.41 Possevino  went  to  Braunsberg,  though  he  violated
Roman orders by travelling to Dorpat and elsewhere in Livonia to advance the Catholic
cause. King Stefan’s plans for conquest only grew more extravagant, but the new (May,
1585) Pope Sixtus V was even more skeptical than his predecessor. The King of Poland
maintained that the best way to defeat the Turks was by the conquest of Moscow. That
was the problem: neither Pope was against the conquest of Russia for the Catholic cause,
but it was expensive (the Papacy would have to pay for the war, given the opposition in
the Polish diet) and it might not work. Possevino wrote to Rome early in 1586 again as
advocate for the king’s plans, and in the summer the Roman authorities called him back.
He  arrived  in  Rome in  September,  1586.  There  he  managed  to  convince  Sixtus  that
Batory’s plan was workable, and in December Possevino set off for Warsaw by way of
Venice.  Unfortunately,  Stefan  Batory  died  on  12 December,  1586,  rendering  all  the
schemes irrelevant.42 The only reference to the Moscovia  in this  period seems to be
Pierling’s comment that Possevino discussed it with Annibale di Capua, the new nuncio to
Poland on the way from Rome to Venice in December, 1586.43 If this was the printed book
and not a manuscript, then it must have been printed in the first part of the year 1586,
before Possevino went to Rome. That he brought it with him suggests that part of its
purpose to convince the Roman curia of the viability of Stefan Batory’s plans. The book
did elicit some discussion in Poland, since Zamoyski was unhappy that Possevino had
published royal correspondence in the letters appended to the Wilno edition. Possevino
defended himself early in 1588 from Padua by noting that he had followed the advice of
Heidenstein and omitted some details that might offend the Russians “while peace is
being dealt with” (dum pax curaretur) and suppressed Batory’s “long letter” to Ivan IV,
keeping it for quieter times.44
20 Possevino touched on Russian affairs only once more, in a letter of 1587 prompted by the
Polish discussions of succession after Batory’s death. Here he did mention Ivan Ivanovich.
He said that he spoke with the tsarevich, though not with his younger brother, and he did
not  even allude  to  the  story  of  his  death  found in  the  Moscovia.  He  wrote  that  he
published  his  Moscovia  “urgentibus  cordatissimis  viris”  (as  most  prudent  men  were
urging).45 What that meant is anyone’s guess. Rome recalled Possevino in April, 1587, and
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he  went  to  Padua,  spending  the  rest  of  his  life  teaching  and  writing,  primarily  the
Bibliotheca selecta, his vast compilation and bibliography of theology.
*
21 Possevino has always served as the crucial source for the story of Ivan killing his son, but
other sources do exist. They are not in any way definitive. Reinhold Heidenstein (Stefan
Batory’s secretary) tells the story that Ivan killed his son, though not in the same version
as Possevino. Heidenstein presented two stories, one of which which he asserted came
from two noble Muscovite prisoners (“duos nobiles Moscos”). Their story was that the
blow came from dispute arising from mutual bragging, the other story (“some say” –
“quidam dicerent”) that the quarrel arose from the son’s desire to take his own army to
Pskov. Ivan, in the story, then struck his son, and either from the blow or from the force
of pain of the soul, the son fell into an epilectic fit and a fever and then died.46 The “some”
to  whom  Heidenstein  referred  may  have  included  the  Polish  commander  Georg
Farensbach, who passed on a similar rumor, that Ivan killed his son because the latter
wanted to lead the army at Pskov, in May, 1582.47 Obviously a variety of contradictory
rumors were circulating in the Polish camp, Heidenstein’s second version being the exact
opposite of the rumor Possevino reported to Galli, where Ivan Ivanovich desired peace,
not to lead the war. The Polish camp was hundreds of miles away from the scene of Ivan’s
death. We have no idea what the sources of the rumors were, but Russian deserters or
prisoners were no more likely than the Poles themselves to have accurate information.
Jerome Horsey was not in Russia at the crucial moment and wrote his account much later.
Giles Fletcher came to Russia in the 1590’s, was well educated, and seems to have used
Possevino or Heidenstein as a source.
22 Finally, no contemporary Russian sources say more than that the tsarevich died. There is
one brief note from Ivan IV to Nikita Romanovich Iur´ev and Andrei Shchelkalov from
Alexandrova Sloboda on 12 November, 1581 reporting that he, the tsar, could not come to
Moscow because of his son’s illness, but with no more details.48 Some later sources report
the story that Ivan killed his son, but most of them present the story as a rumor. The
Pskov III Chronicle,  Arkhivskii  spisok,  only recorded that  “glagoliut  netsyi” that  Ivan
struck his son, but it does not actually say that he killed him, and noted his death without
comment.49 The Pskov chronicle is sometimes quoted inaccurately as saying Ivan killed
his son.50 In any case it is a source compiled after the Time of Troubles. The same is true
of the 1617 Khronograf and the work of Ivan Timofeev, whose Vremennik also reported
that  “glagoliut  netsyi,”  Ivan killed his  son.51 Timofeev did not  himself  vouch for  the
rumors, nor did the author of the Khronograf. None of these stories had anything like the
apparent reliability of Possevino’s version.
*
23 Two larger issues arise from the story of Possevino’s deception about his knowledge of
the death of the tsarevich. One is that the story arose from rumors in the Polish camp,
which formed part of the larger history of the intentions of the kings of Poland and other
Polish political actors toward Russia, and their understanding of Russian politics in the
sixteenth century. B.N. Floria and a variety of Polish historians have identified evolving
political program at the Polish court and in the diet toward Russia. Basically, both groups
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wanted in some way to put Russia and the Polish‑Lithuanian state together, with Russia
either as a subject state (the royal agenda) or as some sort of partner (some circles among
the szlachta represented in the diet). This platform, though it had some earlier roots,
came into being in the course of the 1560’s. It was in part a reaction to the Livonian War,
that is to Ivan’s attempts to incorporate all or part of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, along
with Livonia, into Russia. While the Russians also toyed with peaceful means, such as
getting the tsar or his sons elected Grand Duke of Lithuania or King of Poland, Ivan was
waging war in the 1560’s and the Poles had to respond. The election of Stefan Batory in
1576 brought to the Polish throne an aggressive proponent of war and conquest, which
provoked a corresponding reaction in the diet suspicious of possible royal plans for a grab
for power through military success in the east.52
24 The relevance to the Possevino story lies in the belief in Poland that Russian politics was
filled with conflict, inside the elite and between the tsar and the elite. This is how they
seem to have read the events of the Oprichnina. As we know, in general they were not
wrong, but they exaggerated the amount of conflict and got many of the details wrong.
From a distance it was hard to make out the alliances and conflicts at the Russian court,
as the Poles relied on interrogations of prisoners of war, deserters, and the information
picked up by Polish diplomats in Moscow on their short and heavily guarded journeys to
meet the tsar and his officials.  The rumors that Possevino heard and rewrote in the
Moscovia, were all about that sort of conflict, in this case within the ruling dynasty in its
most important relationship, that of ruler and heir. The Poles got out of these rumors
what they wanted to hear, especially the king and his more militant officials, like the
Chancellor Jan Zamoyski. Floria’s works and the various collections of sources are full of
such rumors.  They were an important part of  the political  calculus in Russian‑Polish
relations. Possevino was not constructing something new and unheard of, such rumors
circulated continuously in the court and government of Poland from at least the 1560’s
until the end of the Time of Troubles. Ivan himself may have contributed to such rumors.
53
25 The other larger issue may be put simply. Does the truth or falsehood of Possevino’s story
make  any  difference?  Perhaps  it  does  not  make  a  large  difference  in  itself,  but  the
relations inside the family of a ruling monarch in the pre‑modern world should not be
left  as  material  for  historical  novelists.  Historians  still  normally  treat  monarchies  as
institutions: they study the formal legal structure, the system of power, more recently
client‑patron relations among the elite and the composition of that elite, the culture of
the court. A monarchy, however, is a family at its core, and how that family lived was an
important component of the “state,” as we call it.
*
26 To  conclude:  the  story  told  by  Possevino  in  his Moscovia  contained  a  number  of
statements that were not true. The most obvious is that neither of his interpreters were
anywhere near Ivan and his son in the days when the tsarevich was ill and died. This
conclusion arises from Possevino’s own letter of 16 November 1586 to Ivan, printed as an
appendix  to  the  Moscovia  itself.  The  only  reason  that  the  readers  did  not  see  the
deception is that few if any of them in 1586 knew the exact date of the death of the
tsarevich. Modern historians do not have that excuse. The second falsehood was that the
story was the result of conscientious investigation, conveyed to him by his interpreter.
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His private letter to Galli of 22 January 1582 states that the story was a rumor he heard in
the Polish camp near Pskov and that he did not believe it. The third falsehood was that
the death of the tsarevich was the result of a quarrel about the wife of the tsarevich and
that it inclined Ivan to listen to Possevino’s peace proposals. The rumor Possevino heard
in late January was that Ivan Ivanovich wanted peace and his father did not.  In fact
Possevino’s  actions  and  correspondence,  published  at  the  time  and  unpublished,
demonstrate that he believed Ivan to be inclined toward peace from the time he first
encountered the tsar in August, 1581. Possevino’s unpublished correspondence with the
Vatican, Polish officials, and the Venetian Senate shows that he returned to the subject of
the tsarevich several times in the ensuing year 1582 but never mentioned murder or
killing,  only death.  Later correspondence with the Vatican reveals  that he wrote the
chapter (commentary)  containing the story only some time in 1583,  while he was in
Hungary, and that he wrote it in response to orders (unspecified).
27 The  story  in  reality  came  not  from  careful  investigation  discovered  by  Possevino’s
interpreters, but from political rumors in the Polish court and army, and are a part of the
history of Polish perceptions of Russia and related political schemes. Equally importantly,
the story is part of the history of the last years of the Riurikovich dynasty, the clan that
had ruled Russia for centuries, and as noted earlier, a monarchy is a family. It matters
how the father dealt with his son.
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ABSTRACTS
The story of  the 1581 death of  tsarevich Ivan Ivanovich at  the hands of  his  father,  Ivan the
Terrible, is a fixture of Russian history. Yet the only contemporary source is the Moscovia of
Antonio Possevino, SJ.m first published in 1586. The relevant chapter was composed several years
later,  and  is  inconsistent  with  other  information  in  the  book.  Possevino’s  then  unpublished
correspondence with his superiors in Rome reveals that he regarded the story as rumor and did
not believe it. There is no reliable evidence that Ivan killed his son, intentionally or accidentally.
L’histoire selon laquelle, en 1581, le tsarevič Ivan Ivanovič a été tué par son père Ivan le Terrible
fait partie intégrante de l’histoire russe. Cependant, Moscovia d’Antonio Possevino SJ, qui est la
seule  source  contemporaine,  n’a  été  publiée pour  la  première  fois  qu’en  1586.  La  partie
concernant la mort du tsarevič a été rédigée quelques années après la survenue de l’événement
et entre en contradiction avec d’autres informations du livre. La correspondance, publiée plus
tard, de Possevino avec ses supérieurs à Rome révèle qu’il prit cette histoire pour une rumeur et
n’y prêta pas foi. En effet, rien ne prouve de façon irréfutable qu’Ivan ait tué son fils, de quelque
manière que ce soit, intentionnelle ou accidentelle. 
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